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Abstract—Constant technology scaling has enabled modern
computing systems to achieve high degrees of thread-level par-
allelism, making the design of a highly scalable and dense
main memory subsystem a major challenge, especially for data-
intensive workloads. While during the past three decades DRAM
has been widely used as the dominant technology to build main
memory, it faces serious scalability and power consumption
problems at sub-micron scales. Phase Change Memory (PCM)
has been proposed as one of the most promising technologies
to replace DRAM in future computing systems, because of its
short access latency and high scalability. However, PCM has
some reliability problems below 20nm technology. As the cell
size scales down, the thermal-disturbance between the cells is
exacerbated. More precisely, the generated heat during the write
operation can disseminate to the adjacent cells and potentially
change their values. This phenomenon is known as the write
disturbance problem.

In this work, we study the impact of write disturbance along
the word-line and bit-line in a PCM-based main memory. We then
propose two low-overhead mechanisms to address this problem in
different dimensions. Our proposed schemes are based on a rank
subsetting memory architecture where each chip can be accessed
separately. To mitigate the write disturbance problem along the
word-line, we use a combination of differential write (DW) and
verify-and-correct (VnC) schemes only if the chance of having
cascaded verification steps is low. Otherwise, we write into all
the vulnerable cells within the target chip to avoid performance
loss. To tolerate write disturbance along the bit-line, we use
data compression to compact the data and place the adjacent
memory lines in a non-overlapping fashion. We further use the
extra space within a compressed memory line to store BCH code,
in order to protect read-intensive memory lines against write-
intensive addresses. Our proposed schemes guarantee reliable
write operations in a super dense PCM-based main memory, and
improve the system performance by 17% on average, compared
to the state-of-the-art mechanism in this domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Workloads in the next generation of computing systems

are expected to be highly data-intensive and have very large

working-sets. While during the past decades DRAM has

been used as the dominant technology in main memory for

computing systems, it currently faces serious scalability and

power consumption problems [1], [2]. Researchers from both

academia and industry have suggested that phase change mem-

ory (PCM) is the most promising technology to be used as a

scalable alternative for DRAM technology in future computing

systems [3], [4], [5], or to complement DRAM as part of a

hybrid memory system [6]. PCM has lower power dissipation,

higher density and better scalability compared to DRAM.

However, recent studies have shown that, aggressive scaling

of PCM in deep sub-micron regime reduces the inter-cell

distance, leading to thermal disturbance between the adjacent

cells. More precisely, during the write operation, the heat

generated by the write current may disseminate beyond the

target cell and disturb the resistance states of its neighboring

cells. This phenomenon is referred to as the write disturbance

problem. Write disturbance phenomenon has been reported in

54nm technology by Lee et al. [7], and has become a major

reliability issue below 20nm [8].

The existing solutions for resolving write disturbance in

PCM devices are ineffective. A simple solution that is widely

adopted is to allocate sufficient inter-cell distance in order

to avoid thermal disturbances between the cell [9], [10],

[8]. However, this approach results in significantly less chip

capacity, compared to what theoretically can be fabricated

on a chip. For instance, in recent PCM prototypes [10], [8],

designers introduced 20nm extra inter-cell space for the word-

lines, and 40nm extra inter-cell space for the bit-lines, which

results in about only 33% chip capacity of what ideally can be

achieved, based on the PCM cell size. A common approach

that specifically addresses the write disturbance problem along

the word-line is to perform a read after the write operation to

detect and correct possible errors [11]. This approach is known

as verify-and-correct (VnC) scheme and may lead to cascading

verification steps, and significant performance loss.

Another approach is to increase the inter-cell space only

along the bit-lines, in order to isolate the errors within the

word-lines [9]. This mechanism then exploits an encoding

scheme to reduce the number of vulnerable cells, through

manipulating the data pattern. However, they still employ the

VnC scheme to guarantee the correctness of the written data,

and the encoding scheme only reduces the chance of having

cascading verification steps. SD-PCM [12], on the other hand,

focuses on the errors along the bit-lines. This technique issues

pre- and post-write read operations to the adjacent memory

lines in order to detect and correct any potential errors caused

by a write operation. Therefore, for each write operation, SD-

PCM imposes four redundant reads to the two adjacent lines,

which leads to considerable performance loss in memory-
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intensive applications. In this work, we do not increase the

inter-cell space along the word-lines or the bit-lines to address

the write disturbance problem. Instead, we propose a hybrid

mechanism that consists of two general-purpose and cost-

effective schemes to address the write disturbance problem

within each and also between the adjacent memory lines.

The goal of our proposed dynamic mechanisms is to reduce

the probability of write disturbance error occurrence, and, at

the same time tolerate as many errors as possible. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows:

• First, instead of naively adopting a performance-costly

VnC scheme, we predict the cases where we will ex-

perience cascading VnC steps. For such cases, we write

into all the vulnerable cells to avoid any performance

loss. This prediction is based on the observation that, the

number of VnC iterations is correlated to the number

of vulnerable cells. Besides, we make this decision for

each chip separately. Such chip-based approach is based

on the observation that, on each write operation, only

few of the chips within a memory rank are updated,

and also each of the updated chips exhibits a different

number of vulnerable cells. Therefore, for each write

operation, our proposed mechanism might use a different

programming strategy for each of the chips in a rank.

Our proposed programming strategy resolves the write

disturbance problem along the word-line and achieves an

average of 4% higher performance compared to the state-

of-the-art technique in this domain [9].

• Second, we adopt data compression to compact each

memory line and place the adjacent memory lines in

a non-overlapping fashion. Such data layout reduces

the chances of thermal disturbance among the vertically

adjacent cells (i.e., along the bit-line). We then use the

extra space within a compressed memory line to store

BCH code, capable of double error detection and double

error correction. This strong BCH code protects read-

intensive memory lines against write-intensive addresses

that are the main sources of write disturbance errors along

the bit-lines. Compared to a state-of-the-art technique in

this domain [12], our proposed mechanism significantly

reduces the number of redundant read operations (65%

on average), which in turn leads to 13% performance

improvement, on average.

• To the best of our knowledge, our proposed mechanism

is the first work that addresses the write disturbance

problem along the both word-lines and bit-lines. Overall,

our proposed hybrid mechanism improves the system

performance (i.e., IPC) by 17% on average, compared to

the system where the DIN [9] and SD-PCM [12] schemes

are used to resolve the write disturbance problem along

the word-lines and bit-lines, respectively.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We begin by describing a PCM cell structure, and the

architecture of a typical main memory subsystem. We then

review different fault models in PCM, focusing on the write

disturbance issue.

A. PCM Basics

Figure 1.a shows a PCM cell structure and its read/write

access circuit. PCM stores binary data values in a chalcogenide

material (i.e., Ge2Sb2Te5 or GST for short), in either a high-

resistance (RESET) or low-resistance (SET) state. Reading a

PCM cell’s content requires applying a low-amplitude current

for a short period of time to sense its resistivity. However, the

write process depends on the written value: a RESET pulse

is a large-amplitude and short-duration current that increases

the temperature of GST above the melting point, while a

SET pulse is a low-amplitude and long-duration current which

increases the GST temperature above the crystallization point

but below the melting point. In contrast to a SET operation,

a RESET operation consumes more energy, and significantly

contributes to PCM wear-out. We will further discuss in the

next section that, the high-amplitude current used in a RESET

operation is the underlying reason for the write disturbance

phenomenon.

We assume a PCM-based main memory structure similar

to a traditional DRAM as our baseline (i.e., the PCM has

multiple channels where each channel is connected to a Dual

In-line Memory Module (DIMM)). Figure 1.b illustrates such

DIMM-based PCM memory. Each DIMM has multiple ranks,

and each rank consists of a set 8 PCM chips, that together feed

the data bus. A rank is partitioned into multiple banks such

that each bank can process independent memory requests. As

shown in Figure 1.b, each bank is distributed across all the

chips in a rank. When the memory controller issues a read

request (to read a 64-byte cache line), all PCM chips in a
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rank are activated, and each sub-bank contributes to a portion

of the requested block. Similar to recent PCM prototypes, we

adopt an embedded read-modify-write (RMW) circuit [13],

[14] (shown in Figure 1.c) which performs differential writes

(DW) to reduce the number of cell writes, improve PCM

lifetime, and reduce energy consumption. DW performs a read-

before-write operation in order to write into the cells only

if the stored value and the new value are different. We will

further discuss in the next section that, if we do not use the

DW scheme, we will not experience write disturbance errors

along the word-line. However, this improvement comes at the

cost of higher number of write operations (at the cell-level)

and shorter lifetime.

Rank Subsetting:
In a conventional memory architecture, a read/write access

to the memory consists of a RAS command (i.e., Row Ad-

dress Strobe command), followed by 8 CAS commands (i.e.,

Column Address Strobe command). For instance, as shown

in Figure 1.b, there is one RAS command bus shared by all

the chips in a row, and on each CAS command, 1 byte is

read from each chip. Therefore, it takes 8 cycles to read 64

bytes (a cache line) from a rank consisting of 8 chips [15],

[16]. As opposed to this architecture, rank subsetting archi-

tecture is capable of accessing each chip separately, through

partitions a 64- bit rank into smaller sub-ranks (e.g., 8 sub-

ranks) where each can be independently controlled with the

same single command/address bus on the channel. In such

architecture, a RAS command only applies to one sub-rank

at any time, i.e., it only activates a subset of the PCM chips

in the rank, and limits the amount of data brought into the

row-buffer. Different configurations of rank subsetting have

been introduced to reduce energy consumption and improve

performance of the memory [17], [18]. Arjomand et al. [19]

exploit rank subsetting architecture to increase the read and

write parallelism in PCM-based main memories. In our work,

we adopt a rank subsetting architecture similar to that of [19].

However, we are not seeking higher performance or lower

power consumption. Instead, we exploit the rank subsetting’s

flexibility to address the write disturbance problem in PCM

memories.

B. Fault Models in PCM

Three different fault models are known in the PCM tech-

nology. Here we discuss those fault models as well as the

previous studies.

i) Wear-out faults. Similar to other non-volatile mem-

ory technologies, PCM has the problem of limited write

endurance. This problem is primarily due to the frequent

heating and cooling process during write operations - after a

finite number of writes, the cell loses its programmability and

becomes permanently ”stuck” at either the SET or RESET

state [20], [21]. Wear-leveling algorithms (e.g., [22], [23],

[13], [14], [24]) and error-correction techniques (e.g., [25],

[26], [27], [28], [29]) are specifically proposed to tackle this

category of permanent cell failures.
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Fig. 2. Write disturbance and vulnerable data patterns. Only one of the bits
at row i is updated from 1 to 0 which potentially makes its four adjacent cells
susceptible to the write disturbance error. However, only two of the adjacent
cells are in the RESET state (red cells), and may experience a disturbance
and turn into the SET state (1 binary value).

ii) Resistance drift faults. In multi-level cell (MLC) PCM,

we are capable of storing multiple data bits in only one mem-

ory cell. For instance, in a 2-bit MLC device, the resistance

range is split into four sections, representing the 00, 01, 10,

and 11 binary values. The drift process starts once a PCM

cell is programmed. Due to the thermally-affected atomic rear-

rangement of the amorphous structure, the resistance value of

the cell increases over time and this increase is accelerated as

chip temperature increases. Therefore, the stored value in a cell

can change after a long period of time. Different techniques

such as periodical scrubbing [30], [31], and data encoding

mechanism [32] are proposed to prevent the occurrence of

such transient faults over periods of idleness. In this work, we

primarily focus on single-level cell (SLC) PCM devices where

resistance drift is not a reliability concern.

iii) Write disturbance faults. The write disturbance (WD)

problem in PCM devices arises from the thermal disturbance

between the adjacent cells. When programming a PCM cell,

particularly resetting a cell, we apply a high-amplitude short-

duration current to increase the GST temperature above the

melting point. The heat generated by the RESET operation

may disseminate beyond the target cell, and reaches its neigh-

boring cells which can consequently disturb the resistivity of

those cells. More precisely, write disturbance can occur only

when a cell is under RESET, while its neighboring cells are

(1) in idle mode1, and (2) in RESET state.

Figure 2 shows a hypothetical scenario for write distur-

bance. As can be seen, the write operation to row i updates

only one of the cell values (from 01110 to 01100). Among

the four neighboring cells, only two of them are in RESET

state (red cells) which are considered as vulnerable cells and

can potentially morph to the SET state because of the heat

disseminated by the cell under RESET. Such disturbance does

not happen during the SET operations because the SET current

is about 50% less than the RESET current, and the temperature

increase during a SET operation is about four times lower than

1As shown in Figure 1.c, PCM devices adopt a differential write (DW)
scheme at the cell-level, in order to avoid redundant write operations if the
new value and the old value stored in the cell are the same [13], [14]. Such
cells are labeled as idle cells during the write operations. While deactivating
the DW scheme can resolve write disturbance problem along the bit-lines, it
comes at the cost of higher number of bit flips, higher power consumption,
and shorter lifetime.
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that during a RESET operation. Therefore, the disturbing effect

of SET operations is considered negligible [33], [34].

Note that, besides the magnitude and width of the RE-

SET current, write disturbance is also heavily affected by

the distance between the PCM cells. As we move forward,

the technology scaling keeps reducing the inter-cell distance

which makes the write disturbance problem a major scaling

bottleneck for the practical deployment of PCM devices.

Previous studies have shown that write disturbance has become

a major reliability problem below 20nm where inter-cell space

is much less [35], [10], [8]. In the following, we describe the

occurrence of write disturbance errors along the bit-lines and

word-lines, and discuss the most recent studies in this domain.

1) Intra-Line: write disturbance along the word-line
Occurrence of write disturbance error in a word-line is depen-

dent on the programming strategy used in the PCM device.

On a write operation, if we write into all the cells within the

memory line, no write disturbance error can happen, because

the heat generated by SET/RESET current is higher than the

disseminated heat from the neighboring cells. However, to

extend the lifetime of PCM device and also to reduce the

power consumption, we only write into a cell if the new

value and the previously stored value are different. This write

scheme is known as differential write (DW). In this work,

similar to recent PCM prototypes [13], [14], we assume the

baseline system is supported by the DW scheme. By using the

DW scheme, we leave some of the cells within a word-line in

idle mode. Such idle cells are vulnerable to the disseminated

heat from the adjacent cells and can morph from the RESET

state to SET state. In this paper, we refer to this category

of write disturbance errors as intra-line errors, as they occur

within the memory line where the write operation is being

performed. As reported in Figure 3, a write operation results in

an average of 18 vulnerabilities in a word-line (our evaluation

methodology is discussed in Section III), and can go as high

as an average of 48 vulnerable cells in games.

Some prior studies specifically focus on this category

of write disturbance errors. At the circuit-level, Verify-and-

Correct (VnC) technique [11] performs an extra read operation

after the completion of the write, in order to detect and modify

any possible write disturbance errors. VnC technique RESETs

the disturbed cells after the verification process. However,

each RESET operation can cause more faulty cells in a

cascading fashion (shown in Figure 4). In order to manage

the latency imposed by the VnC scheme, after a few iterations

of verification (typically 5 iterations [9]), the whole memory

line will be written in order to avoid further performance

loss. In other words, even though the DW scheme is used

to avoid redundant cell updates, for the case of cascading

VnC iterations, it is better to update all the cells for the

sake of performance. At the architecture-level, Jiang et al. [9]

propose a Data encoding-based Insulation technique (DIN)

that exploits data encoding to reduce the number of intra-

line vulnerable cells by manipulating the pattern of written

data. DIN further exploits the VnC scheme (with a 5-step
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Fig. 3. Average number of vulnerable cells in a memory line (i.e., intra-line)
after each write operation.
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Fig. 4. Cascading effect of the Verify-and-Correct (VnC) scheme. After each
write operation, we perform a read to detect and modify all the disturbed cells
(yellow cells in the figure). In each iteration of VnC, we RESET the faulty
cells (red cells) which itself can cause more faulty cells along the word-line.

repetition threshold) to verify the correctness of the written

data. Similarly, Tavana and Kaeli [36] propose a partitioning-

based encoding approach to mitigate write disturbance errors

along the word-line. As mentioned earlier, all these techniques

specifically focus on the write disturbance errors along the

word-line, and increase the inter-cell space along the bit-line

to resolve the write disturbance problem between the adjacent

memory lines.

Compared to the previous works in this domain, our pro-

posed intra-line scheme employs two different programming

strategies (built on top of the DW and VnC schemes) to

resolve the write disturbance problem along the word-line.

On each write operation, our intra-line scheme determines

what programming strategy should be used for each of the

chips within a rank, and achieves an average of 4% higher

performance compared to DIN [9].

2) Inter-Line: write disturbance along the bit-line
A write operation into a memory line can also cause write

disturbance errors in adjacent memory lines. On a RESET

operation, the cells that are vertically adjacent to the target

cells, can be affected if they are in the RESET state (shown

in Figure 2). In this work, we refer to this category of write

disturbance errors as inter-line errors. Figure 5 shows the av-

erage number of vulnerable cells in adjacent memory lines on

each write operation (our evaluation methodology is discussed

in Section III). As can be seen, a write operation can result in

an average of 43 vulnerabilities in the adjacent memory lines.

A simple yet widely adopted approach to mitigate the inter-

line write disturbance problem is to allocate sufficiently large

inter-cell space along the bit-line. The major issue with large

inter-cell space is considerable capacity loss [10], [8].

SD-PCM [12] focuses on this category of write disturbance

errors and proposes a mechanism to achieve reliable write
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Fig. 5. Average number of vulnerable cells in adjacent memory lines (i.e.,
inter-line) after each write operation.

operations in PCM devices, without the need to increase

the inter-cell space along the bit-line. SD-PCM issues pre-

write and post-write read operations to the memory lines

adjacent to the line being written. By having the values of the

adjacent memory lines, before and after the write operation,

SD-PCM can detect and correct any disturbed PCM cells.

Although this approach guarantees the validity of the adjacent

memory lines after each write operation, it affects the system

performance considerably, because for each write operation

SD-PCM issues 4 redundant read operations. This problem

becomes very prominent in memory-intensive applications.

Decongest technique [37], on the other hand, detects and

remaps write-intensive memory pages to a disturbance-free

part of the memory. While this technique can reduce the proba-

bility of having inter-line write disturbance errors, it still needs

a supporting mechanism to guarantee reliable write operations

for the remaining less write-intensive memory addresses, and

it also leads to quick wear-out of the disturbance-free part of

the memory.

Compared to the previous works in this domain, our pro-

posed inter-line scheme reduces the probability of having write

disturbance errors along the bit-line by manipulating the data

placement layout within the chips. First, we use data com-

pression to compact the data and place the adjacent memory

lines in a non-overlapping fashion, in order to decrease the

possibility of encountering write disturbance errors between

the vertically adjacent cells. We further integrate BCH code

within compressed memory lines to protect read-intensive

memory lines against write-intensive addresses. We also up-

date the memory scheduling algorithm to take advantage of

our proposed mechanism, which leads to significant reduction

in the number of redundant read operations (65% reduction

in the number of redundant read operations compared to SD-

PCM), and an average of 13% performance improvement.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present details of our evaluation setup,

design space parameters, and evaluation metrics.

Evaluation infrastructure: We use the Gem5 simula-

tor [38] to model a chip multi-processor for our experimen-

tal studies. Each core in the target system uses the ARM

instruction set architecture. The memory hierarchy is based

on the Ruby model provided in Gem5. We collect traces

of main memory accesses in Gem5, which are then fed to

TABLE I

THE SPECIFICATION OF OUR SIMULATED SYSTEM.
Processor

CMP ARM ISA, 16-core, out-of-order, 2.5GHz

Inter. Network 4×4 Mesh network

On-chip Cache Hierarchy
L1 I-Cache 32KB/64B/2 way, private, 2-cycle, Write-Back

L1 D-Cache 32KB/64B/2 way, private, 2-cycle, Write-Back

L2 Cache 8MB/64B/8 way, shared, 20-cycle

Coherence Snooping MOESI

PCM Main memory
Total Capacity 4GB (4KB pages, and 64B rows)

Configuration 2 channels, 1 DIMM/channel, 1 rank/DIMM

8 devices/rank, 48ns read, 40ns RESET, 150ns SET

Endurance Mean: 107 writes, Variance: 0.15

Interface [3] 400MHz, RDC=60 cycles, CL=5 cycles, WL=4 cycles

CCD=4 cycles, WTR=4 cycles, RTP=3 cycles,

RP=60 cycles, RRDact=2 cycles, RRDpre=11 cycles

On-chip Memory Controller
Decomp. delay FPC: 5 cycles

Rd/WR Queue 8/32 entries per bank

TABLE II

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EVALUATED WORKLOADS.
Workload Average Average Workload Average Average

Intra-Line Inter-Line Intra-Line Inter-Line
Vulnerable Vulnerable Vulnerable Vulnerable

Cells Cells Cells Cells
astar 20.7354 55.2467 hmmer 24.1349 59.4925

bzip2 6.93494 12.3765 leslie3d 21.4627 51.3507

calculix 13.9527 28.6065 milc 0.90387 2.92335

dealII 26.1787 62.9146 omnetpp 24.6085 43.1351

gamess 48.3151 107.714 povray 5.92851 14.1548

gcc 1.88422 4.70384 tonto 20.6123 56.6098

gobmk 12.2668 32.5623 zeusmp 23.1654 26.9903

h264ref 20.4383 41.2089 Mean 18.1015 39.9993

our lightweight memory simulator to study the write distur-

bance problem in PCM, and also to evaluate our proposed

mechanisms. Our in-house PCM simulator is based on the

rank subsetting architecture [19] and uses the differential

write (DW) scheme [13] for lifetime and energy consumption

optimizations. The latency of all the proposed mechanisms are

also integrated into the simulator for accurate evaluations.

Baseline configuration: The evaluated CMP is a 16-core

processor, configured based on the parameters reported in

Table I. The memory hierarchy has two levels of caching:

the L1 caches are private to each core, and the last level

cache (LLC) is an 8MB cache, shared by all the cores. This

capacity is large enough to filter out a large portion of the

traffic destined for the PCM-based main memory. Below the

caches is a 4GB SLC-based PCM memory, configured using

the latency parameters used in NVsim [39]. The main memory

has 4 channels, each interconnected to a separate memory

controller on the CPU chip. Each channel consists of one

rank, with 8×8 chips per rank (shown in Figure 1.b), and

4 banks in each rank. We use the DDR3 standard with a
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burst length of eight and timing parameters taken from Lee

et al. [3]. Each memory controller uses separate per-bank read

and write buffers. The write buffer is a 32-entry FIFO, and

the read buffer is an 8-entry FIFO.

Workloads: For our workloads, we selected 15 memory-

intensive programs from the SPEC-2006 suite [40]. Each

workload is composed of running the same program on all 16

cores of CMP. For each workload, we fast-forward approxi-

mately 2 billion instructions, warmup the caches by running

100 million instructions, and then collect results by simulating

the next 100 million instructions on each core. Table II

characterizes each workload with respect to its average number

of vulnerable cells along the word-lines and bit-lines. For each

application, we fed the trace of the memory accesses to our

PCM simulator, and logged the number of vulnerable cells

along the word-lines and bit-lines, for each write operation.

As reported in Table II, in order to properly evaluate our

proposed mechanisms, we only picked applications which

experience considerable number of vulnerable cells in each

write operation. Note that, to stress the system and study

the performance of each scheme under extreme conditions,

we build our test-traces by collecting the memory addresses

which receive write operations over the course of execution.

These traces are then fed to our PCM simulator to analyze the

efficiency of the different schemes tested.

Evaluation and comparison metrics:
The probability that a vulnerable cell experiences a transition

from the RESET state to the SET state is a function of the

inter-cell distance, magnitude and width of the RESET cur-

rent, and process variation, among other parameters. Previous

studies consider a uniform probability for the occurrence of

write disturbance errors over different vulnerable cells. For

instance, DIN [9], and Tavana and Kaeli [36] assume that a

vulnerable cell along the word-line becomes faulty by 9.9%

probability. SD-PCM [12] assumes that a vulnerable cell along

the bit-line becomes faulty by 11.5% probability. Note that,

changing each design parameter changes those probabilities. In

this work, we consider the average number of vulnerable cells

as our evaluation metric, in order to perform our studies and

comparisons against other works, independent of the low-level

design parameters. On the other hand, for lifetime studies,

we consider the percentage of extra cell-level write operations

(imposed by our mechanisms), as our evaluation metric. As

mentioned earlier, the differential write (DW) scheme used in

our baseline system achieves the least number of bit-flips.

IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH: ENABLING RELIABLE

WRITE OPERATIONS IN SUPER DENSE PCM

In order to achieve super dense PCM-based main memories,

we do not increase the inter-cell space along the word-lines

or the bit-lines, to address the write disturbance problem.

Instead, we propose new architecture-level mechanisms to

mitigate this problem at a low cost. In this section, we start our

discussion by describing our intra-line mechanism to achieve

reliable write operations along the word-line. The goal of this

scheme is to guarantee the correctness of the written data in a
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Fig. 6. Average number of updated chips in a write operation. Each 64-byte
write operation (i.e., a cache line write-back from LLC) is spread over 8 chips
within a memory rank (shown in Figure 1.b).

performance-efficient manner. We then explain our inter-line
scheme, which first reduces the probability of write distur-

bance errors along the bit-line by using a non-overlapping data

layout, and then recovers intra-line faculty cells by employing

strong BCH code for read-intensive addresses.

A. Intra-line Scheme: Preventing Write Disturbance Errors
Along the Word-line

Occurrence of write disturbance errors in a word-line is

dependent on the programming strategy used in the PCM

device. Recent PCM prototypes adopt a differential write

(DW) scheme to avoid redundant write operation to the

cells where the old and new data are equal. However, this

programming strategy makes the idle cells vulnerable to the

write disturbance. In this work, we similarly assume that the

baseline system is equipped with the DW scheme to achieve

reasonable lifetime and lower power consumption. Our goal is

to guarantee the correctness of the written word-line in a cost-

efficient manner. Our proposed intra-line scheme is based on

our experimental observations over the studied applications:

• First, on each write operation, only a few of the chips

within the rank need to be updated. As discussed in

Section II, in a typical main memory architecture, a rank

consists of 8 chips and a write operation to the rank (i.e.,

a write-back from LLC that is a 64-byte cache line) is

interleaved over the chips. Since usually only a few of

the words in a cache line are updated, only a few of the

chips within the rank need to be written into2. Figure 6

reports this distribution for the studied applications. As

can be seen, on average 47% of the time, only less than

2 chips out of the 8 chips need to be updated.

• Second, on each write operation, most of the chips that

need to be updated, only experience a few number of

vulnerable cells. Figure 7 reports this distribution over

the studied workloads. As can be seen, on average, 78%

of the chips contain less than 10 vulnerable cells, in each

write operation. Note that, such variation in the number

of vulnerable cells in a chip, is not only observed over

different memory addresses, but also over different chips

for write operations to the same memory address.

2Consider a layout where bytes 0-7 are mapped to chip0, bytes 8-15 are
mapped to chip1, and so forth. In other words, consequent 8-byte chunks in
a cache line are mapped to consequent chips in a memory rank (Figure 1.b).
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These two observations motivate us to address each individ-

ual chip within a memory rank based on its unique characteris-

tics, as opposed to the traditional architectures where optimiza-

tions are performed at a line granularity. Our proposed intra-

line scheme is composed of two steps: First, on each LLC

write-back, we detect the chips that need to be updated, and

only issue write operations to those specific chips. Second, for

each of the chips that are meant to be updated, we separately

decide what programming strategy should be used. Here, we

consider two programming strategies: (1) a combination of the

DW and VnC schemes, and (2) a modified-DW scheme which

updates all the vulnerable cells as well.

This decision is made based on the number of vulnerable

cells within the target chip. It is intuitively clear that, when

we have a large number of vulnerable cells in a chip, the

probability of experiencing cascading VnC steps is higher. Our

experimental studies confirmed this issue and we observed that

there is a close correlation between the number of vulnerable

cells in a chip and the number of verification steps performed

by the VnC scheme. In other words, when there is a high

number of vulnerable cells in a chip, the VnC scheme will

experience frequent cascading effects, leading to extra cycles

of verifications and significant performance loss. Therefore, on

each write operation, for the chips where only a few of the cells

are vulnerable (in this study, less than 10 vulnerable cells), we

adopt the first programming strategy (i.e., combination of the

DW and VnC), because the VnC scheme can modify all the

disturbed cells without experiencing cascading modification

steps. For the chips where there are many vulnerable cells,

we use the second programming strategy (i.e., modified-DW)

which writes into all the vulnerable cells. Even though the

modified-DW scheme increases the number of cells that need

to be written into, it avoids multi-step VnC operations.

Extra Cell Writes Due to Modified-DW Scheme:
While the DW scheme writes into to a cell only if the

stored value and the new value are different, our modified-DW

scheme writes into the vulnerable cells as well. Therefore, it

can potentially increase the number of cell writes and decrease

the memory lifetime. Here, we should mention three important

factors: First, writing into all the vulnerable cells in a chip does

not mean writing into all the cells. As defined in Section II,

vulnerable cells are the cells that are, (1) in idle mode, and (2)

in the RESET state, while one of their adjacent cells is being

RESET. Second, only for a limited percentage of the updated

chips we use the modified-DW scheme as our programming

strategy. Third, for the cases where we use our modified-DW

scheme, we do not need to use the VnC scheme anymore.

Therefore, while on the one hand we increase the cell writes

by writing into all the vulnerable cells, on the other hand, we

avoid the cell writes imposed by the VnC scheme. Figure 8

reports the overhead of our proposed intra-line mechanism in

terms of extra cell writes, compared to the baseline which is

equipped with the DW scheme. As can be seen, our intra-line

scheme only increases the cell writes by an average of 1.2%

and a maximum of 2.5% in bzip2.
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Fig. 7. Average number of vulnerable cells in each chip, for each write
operation. Each 64-byte write operation (i.e., a cache line write-back from
LLC) is spread over 8 chips within a memory rank (shown in Figure 1.b).
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our proposed modified-DW scheme.

Performance Degradation:
The baseline PCM-based main memory employs the DW

scheme to reduce the number of write operations to the

cells. However, this scheme leaves some of the cells in idle

mode which might experience write disturbance under certain

circumstances. To cope with this problem, a typical PCM-

based main memory also uses the VnC scheme. VnC performs

a read-after-write operation to detect faulty cells and then

issues a RESET operation to those specific cells. However, this

approach can cause a cascading effect such that each RESET

operation may make other cells faulty. In our studies, we

observed that such approach causes about 20% performance

loss on average, due to the extra cycles of latency imposed by

multi-step VnC iterations. Similar observations regarding the

negative impact of the VnC scheme on the system performance

have been reported by previous studies as well [9], [12].

DIN [9], on the other hand, first uses an encoding scheme

to reduce the probability of write disturbance errors along the

word-line, and then exploits the VnC scheme to detect and

correct any potentially faulty cells. Since the encoding scheme

reduces the chance of facing cascading VnC steps (by reducing

the number of vulnerable cell), DIN is capable to reduce the

performance loss to about 5% on average. In our intra-line

scheme however, one of our primary goals is to completely

avoid using the VnC scheme if there is a high chance of having

cascading VnC iterations. More specifically, by adopting the

modified-DW scheme for the chips with high number of

vulnerable cells (high probability of experiencing cascading

VnC steps), we guarantee the correctness of the written

data, without the need to employ the VnC scheme. Based

on our experimental studies, our proposed intra-line scheme

causes only 1% performance loss on average (compared to
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the baseline memory system with no verification mechanism

for the write operations), due to the rare cases where our

first programming strategy leads to cascading VnC steps3.

However, compared to the DIN scheme [9], our proposed intra-

line mechanism achieves 4% higher performance, on average.

Finding Updated Chips Within a Rank:
In our proposed scheme, we first need a mechanism to deter-

mine which chips need to be updated for each write operation.

To tackle this, we can take three different approaches:

• Multiple dirty bits for each cache line: At the last-

level cache (LLC), we typically use one bit to indicate

whether the cache line is dirty or not. By extending the

number of dirty bits and allocating one dirty bit to each

sub-block, we can determine which sub-blocks are dirty.

For instance, in our architecture where a 64-byte cache

line is interleaved over the 8 chips in a rank, we need

to allocate one dirty bit to each 8 consecutive bytes in

the cache line. By having this information, the memory

controller can detect the chips that need to be written

into. However, this approach requires modifications to the

architecture of LLC. Besides, for every write to the LLC,

we need to perform a read-before-write to detect updated

sub-blocks, and set their dirty bits accordingly.

• Read-before-write at memory controller: In this ap-

proach, the memory controller (that is placed on the

CPU chip) first reads the target memory address. Then,

by comparing the new data with the data stored in the

memory, the memory controller determines which chips

need to be updated. Although this approach does not need

any modifications to the memory architecture, it degrades

the performance by increasing the memory traffic.

• Read-before-write on PCM chip: In this approach,

we perform the read-before-write operation inside the

PCM chip. The DW scheme [13], [14] already employs

such mechanism to determine which cells need to be

updated. By using this approach, we first perform a read

to determine which chips need to be updated, and then

issue write operations to those specific chips. After the

write completion, the memory controller will be notified

to schedule the next memory request. Note that, this chip-

level mechanism has been made possible by the rank

subsetting architecture [19].

In this work, we employ the third approach because it does

not need to modify the LLC architecture, and also does not
increase the traffic between the memory controller and the

PCM chip. Besides, by performing the data comparison on the

PCM chip, we can determine the number of vulnerable cells

in each chip, and accordingly determine which programming

strategy should be used for each individual chip.

3As mentioned earlier, our mechanism is based on the rank subsetting ar-
chitecture [17], [18]. Arjomand et al. [19] exploits this architecture to increase
read and write parallelism in a PCM-based main memory. While our proposed
mechanism exploits the rank subsetting architecture for reliability purposes, all
of our schemes are compatible with the scheduling schemes propose by [19].
Therefore, one can use those memory scheduling schemes along with our
proposed mechanisms in order to further improve the performance.

B. Inter-line Scheme: Tolerating Write Disturbance Errors
Along the Bit-line

While write disturbance errors along the word-line can be

detected by simply performing a read-after-write operation,

detecting write disturbance errors along the bit-line is not a

trivial task. The state-of-the-art technique in this domain, SD-

PCM [12], reads the adjacent memory lines before and after

each write operation (referred to as pre-write and post-write

read operations, respectively). Then, by comparing the pre-

write and post-write values stored in each of the adjacent

memory lines, SD-PCM can determine if the write operation

has indeed induced faults in any of those lines. And, if so, SD-

PCM rewrites (i.e., a RESET operation) the faulty cells. While

this approach detects any potential write disturbance errors

along the bit-line, it imposes four redundant read operations

for each write operation. Consequently, it causes significant

performance loss especially in memory-intensive applications.

In our inter-line scheme, our goal is to tackle write dis-

turbance errors along the bit-line in a performance-efficient

manner. More precisely, instead of performing four redundant

read operations for each write operation, we issue a read to

an adjacent memory line only when the write operation can

make non-recoverable errors in the adjacent line. Our inter-line

scheme is composed of two mechanisms: First, we employ

data compression to compact the data and place adjacent

memory lines in a non-overlapping fashion, in order to avoid

write disturbance errors between the vertically adjacent cells.

Second, we integrate strong BCH code within a compressed

memory line, in order to protect read-intensive memory ad-

dresses against write-intensive addresses that induce lots of

write disturbance errors into the system. Below, we discuss

the details of these two mechanisms.

A) A Non-overlapping Data Layout
Data compression has been adopted at different levels of

memory hierarchy for different purposes. At the main memory,

compression has been traditionally used to achieve larger

on-chip capacity and lower power consumption [41], [42],

[43], [44], [45]. In the domain of PCM-based main memory,

compression techniques have been used to reduce the power

consumption [46], and to extend the lifetime of PCM-based

main memories [5]. In this work, we employ data compression

to mitigate write disturbance errors along the bit-line.

In the baseline memory system, a 64-byte write operation

(i.e., a write-back from LLC) is interleaved over 8 chips within

a memory rank (shown in Figure 1.b). By employing data com-

pression, a 64-byte cache line can be stored in a more compact

form and occupies less space in the memory. Note that, we do

not use the extra space achieved by compression to store more

data in the memory. Instead, we use data compression to attain

some degree of flexibility for data placement. For instance, by

compressing a 64-byte cache line into 16 bytes of data, we

can theoretically place the compressed data in any of the 2

chips in a memory rank. Such flexibility in data placement

can be used to avoid write disturbance errors along the bit-

line (vertically adjacent cells). Figure 9 illustrates how we can
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use data compression to compact the data and place adjacent

memory lines in a non-overlapping manner. As can be seen, by

placing adjacent memory lines in an alternate left-aligned and

right-aligned layout, we can limit the occurrence of inter-line

write disturbance errors to the overlapping areas.

Effectiveness of this mechanism is a function of the com-

pression ratio (i.e., the average size of the compressed data to

the original size of data). For instance, as shown in Figure 9,

for the cases where most of the memory lines are highly

compressible, the stored data in adjacent memory lines do

not overlap and it cannot cause any write disturbance errors

along the bit-line (e.g., Row i-1 to Row i+1). On the other

hand, when the compression ratio is lower, we still encounter

write disturbance errors over the overlapping areas (e.g.,

between Row i+1 and Row i+2). Figure 10 reports the average

compression ratio for the adopted compression algorithm in

this work (i.e., FPC [41]). The average compression ratio of an

application gives us a rough estimation for the average number

of overlapping bytes between each two adjacent memory lines.

Figure 11 reports the reduction in average number of inter-line

vulnerable cells, after using our proposed non-overlapping data

layout. As can be seen, by employing data compression and

placing the compressed data in a non-overlapping fashion, we

can reduce the average number of inter-line vulnerable cells

by 47%, on average. By comparing Figures 10 and 11, we

can see that the applications with higher compression ratios

experience higher reductions in the number of vulnerable cells

along the bit-line.

Architectural Support:
While any compression algorithm can be used in our mech-

anism, in this work we adopt Frequent-Pattern-Compression

scheme (FPC [41]) because of its low hardware- and latency-

overheads. FPC uses predefined data patterns to compress data

at 4-byte chunks. FPC integrates the meta-data within the

compressed data (stored at the first byte of the compressed

data) which will later be used in the decompression process.

For each memory line, we also keep one bit of meta-data

to indicate whether the data is stored in compressed for-

mat or not. This bit is set on each write operation. On a

read request, this bit determines if the read data should be

decompressed to retrieve the original data. By placing the

compressed memory lines in an alternate left-aligned right-

aligned layout (shown in Figure 9), the chips placed on the

two ends could potentially be worn-out in a much faster

rate. Theoretically, a compressed cache line can be placed

anywhere in the corresponding memory line4. For the case

of alternate left-aligned right-aligned data layout, we consider

CHIP0 as our diving point. Meaning that, if LINEi is placed

on CHIP0-CHIPn, then LINEi+1 is placed backwards starting

from CHIP8. However, any other chip can be used as our

dividing index (i.e., the chip that is used as the starting point

in data placement) to achieve a non-overlapping data layout

between adjacent memory lines. Figure 12 illustrates two data

4For the sake of hardware simplicity, we assume that a compressed cache
line can be placed only in a consecutive segment of the memory line.

Row: i+1 Compressed Data Free Space

Row: i+2 Compressed DataFree Space

Row: i-1 Compressed Data Free Space

Row: i Compressed DataFree Space

No Overlap

Partial Overlap
Fig. 9. Exploiting data compression to place adjacent memory lines in a non-
overlapping fashion (i.e., alternate left-aligned and right-aligned). The write
disturbance errors are contained within the overlapping areas.
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Fig. 11. Reduction in the number of vulnerable cells along the bit-line through
non-overlapping data placement.

layouts with two different dividing indices. At the top, we have

the alternate left-aligned right-aligned layout (where CHIP0

is the dividing index) and at the bottom we use CHIP2 as

the dividing index. By using different dividing indices during

the course of program execution, we can uniformly distribute

write operations over different chips. To keep track of this

index, we use a global 3-bit pointer (log2(#chips)) that stores

the current dividing index. On a read request, we read the

whole memory line. Then, based on both the dividing index

and the memory address (even or odd), we can retrieve the

stored compressed data and then decompress it. Since the first

byte within the compressed data contains the meta-data (that

is used in the decompression process), we always place the

first byte at the dividing index, as shown in Figure 12.

Row: i-1
Row: i

Dividing Index
A1 A2 A3

B3 B2 B1 B4

A1 A2 A3
B3 B2 B1B4

Row: i-1
Row: i

0
2

Fig. 12. Updating the dividing index used in our non-overlapping data layout
to achieve uniform chip wear-out.
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Note that, a typical PCM-based main memory is supported

by a wear-leveling mechanism [23], [5]. A typical PCM-

based wear-leveling mechanism periodically remaps memory

addresses to different physical locations within the memory in

order to achieve a uniform write distribution. In our architec-

ture, at the beginning of each remapping iteration, we update

the dividing index used in our data placement mechanism.

Since the address remapping is performed in a sequential order

(i.e., if address i is remapped to address j, then address i+1
will be remapped to address j + 1), based on the index of

the last remapped address we can determine what memory

locations use the new dividing index and which of them use

the old one, during the remapping phase. Therefore, on each

read operation, we easily determine the dividing index that

should be used to retrieve the data. Note that, in such approach

New-Dividing-Index = (Current-Dividing-Index+1)%8.

B) Integrating BCH Code with Compression
Typically, different memory addresses exhibit widely different

characteristics. From the write disturbance point of view, some

memory addresses are write-intensive which potentially can

induce lots of errors into their adjacent memory lines. On the

other hand, read-intensive memory addresses are rarely written

into and can be considered as the victims for the case of write

disturbance issue. In this section, we discuss how BCH code

can be integrated into our compression scheme in order to

further protect the read-intensive memory addresses against

the write-intensive addresses.

The BCH codes are a category of error-correcting codes

that are capable to recover multiple errors within the data. A

typical BCH code requires R = E.ceil(log2N)+1 redundant

bits to correct E bits of errors in N bits of data [47]. Figure 13

illustrates our approach to integrate the BCH code into the data

compression mechanism. In our proposed non-overlapping

data layout, we employ compression to achieve some degree of

flexibility in data placement. Therefore, it seems to be against

the fundamental idea behind the non-overlapping data layout

to use the extra space within a compressed memory line to

store the BCH code. In our mechanism, we only integrate the

BCH code within the read-intensive (in clean state) memory

addresses because of two major issues:

• Read-intensive memory addresses, and more specifically

the read-intensive addresses that are in the clean state,

do not receive write operations from the CPU5. There-

fore, even though the augmented BCH code within such

memory lines can overlap with the data stored in the

5Some lines might receive write operations from the CPU but still stay in the
clean state, because the old value and the new value are the same. Therefore,
we update the dirty bit only if an actual update has been performed.

RD-Intensive

WR-Intensive

BCH CodeCompressed

CompressedFree Space

WR-Intensive CompressedFree Space

WR-Intensive Free SpaceCompressed
Fig. 13. Integrating BCH code in read-intensive addresses.

adjacent memory lines, their infrequent write operations

(happening on a page allocation or wear-leveling address

remapping) cannot cause significant write disturbance

issue along the bit-line.

• Read-intensive memory addresses are the major victims

of the write disturbance problem, and can experience

cumulative write disturbance errors over time. By inte-

grating BCH code into such memory lines, they will be

able to tolerate a certain number of faulty cells.

C) Updating the Memory Controller
Here, the question is how our proposed mechanisms can

be used to avoid redundant pre-write and post-write read

operations on each write into a memory line? As discussed

by SD-PCM [12], the only way to detect write disturbance

errors along the bit-line is to read the content of each ad-

jacent memory line, before and after the write operation.

However, our goal is to achieve reliable write operations at a

performance-efficient cost, and without causing major changes

in the memory architecture. In the following, we discuss how

the memory scheduling algorithm can be updated to take

advantage of our proposed inter-line scheme.

At the memory controller, we keep 3 bits of meta-data for

each memory line to keep track of the size of the stored data

in each address (chip-level size, log(#chips)). One a write

operation, the memory controller first compresses the data.

Then, by comparing the size of the compressed data with

the size of the data stored in adjacent memory lines, memory

controller can determine whether the write operation will have

an overlap with any of the adjacent memory lines. If there is no

overlap with any of the adjacent memory lines, we will not be

concerned about the occurrence of write disturbance errors. In

applications with high compression ratio, most of the adjacent

memory lines do not overlap. On the other hand, if there is a

partial overlap with any of the adjacent lines, there is a chance

of causing write disturbance errors in the overlapping areas. In

this case, we take different actions based on the status (clean

or dirty) of the overlapping adjacent memory line:

• Overlapping memory line is in the clean state:
If the overlapping line is in the clean state, we simply

ignore the fact that the write operation could cause

errors in the other line. Note that, a clean memory

line is augmented with the BCH code. Therefore, the

BCH code can recover specific number of errors (based

on its strength). Note also that, read-intensive memory

addresses receive frequent read requests and the BCH

code corrects any potential faulty cells upon each read

operation. Therefore, clean and read-intensive memory

lines will not experience cumulative faults over time.

However, clean memory lines with infrequent accesses

might experience cumulative write disturbance errors (es-

pecially, if they are placed next a write-intensive memory

line with overlapping areas). On a read access to such

idle lines, we might encounter non-recoverable number

of errors. In such cases, we need to read the correct

data from the next memory level, which can potentially
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Fig. 14. Reduction in the number of redundant read operations (i.e., pre-write
and post-write read commands).

degrade the system performance by imposing long delays

(many of the clean and long-period idle memory lines

will not be accessed by the CPU and will eventually

be replaced from the memory). However, based on our

observations, the gain from not having four redundant

read operations for each write operation, considerably

outweighs the performance loss caused by rare cases

for which we need to recover the correct data from

the next memory level. Note also that, in a PCM-based

main memory, the write operations are scheduled over

the phases when there are not many read requests in

the read-queue or if the write-queue is full. In order to

further reduce the chances of facing cumulative and non-

recoverable number of errors in idle memory lines, in

case the read-queue is empty, we issue a read operation

(only pre-write read) to the adjacent overlapping memory

line to correct any previously injected write disturbance

errors to avoid further error accumulation6.

• Overlapping memory line is in the dirty state:
If the adjacent overlapping line is in dirty mode, we

need to guarantee the correctness of its data after the

write operation. For such cases we need to read the

stored data in the adjacent line, before and after the write

operation. We employ a scheduling mechanism similar to

SD-PCM [12]. However, we customize it to our rank sub-

setting architecture. Meaning that, instead of reading the

whole memory line, we only need to read the overlapping

chips to reduce the power- and performance-overhead.

Besides, we do not need to perform the post-write read

operations immediately after the write operation. We

only need to verify the correctness of the overlapping

chips before they are read by the CPU. Therefore, we

schedule the post-write read operations only when the

target memory bank is idle or if their queue is full. In

addition, for the cases where there is write disturbance

errors, we do not use the VnC scheme as it can cause

further performance loss. Instead, we write into all the

faulty and vulnerable cells within the target chip.

6Prior works employ various techniques to avoid accumulation/occurrence
of different types of errors in different memory technologies. For example,
periodic access to the PCM memory lines is used to avoid resistance drift
errors [30], and probabilistic access to adjacent memory lines is used to avoid
the row-hammer effect in DRAM memories [48]. Such techniques can be
added to our mechanism to prevent accumulation of write disturbance errors
in memory lines.
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Fig. 15. Performance improvement achieved by our proposed inter-line
scheme over the SD-PCM technique.

While the proposed scheme causes minor changes in mem-

ory controller, it can significantly reduce the need for re-

dundant read operations. Figure 14 reports the impact of our

proposed inter-line scheme on the number of redundant read

operations, compared to the SD-PCM scheme that performs

four redundant reads for each write operation. As can be

seen, our inter-line scheme reduces the number of redundant

read operations by 65% on average, and up to 90%, while it

guarantees reliable accesses to the main memory. In terms of

performance (instruction per cycle), as reported in Figure 15,

our proposed inter-line scheme achieves 13% improvement

over SD-PCM, on average. This performance improvement is

a function of both the percentage of reduction in the number

of redundant read operations, and also the memory-sensitivity

of each application. Meaning that, a highly memory-intensive

application can exhibit higher performance improvement even

though it has experienced less reduction in its redundant

read operations. Note that, all the overheads of the proposed

mechanisms (i.e., decompression latency, BCH calculation,

and etc) are considered in our performance evaluations.

C. The Interaction Between the Inter-line and Intra-line
Schemes

Our proposed inter-line scheme compresses the data to

achieve a non-overlapping data layout between the adjacent

memory lines. Therefore, the effectiveness of our proposed

intra-line scheme might be affected once we compress the data.

Data compression changes the data pattern and can potentially

affect the functionality of the intra-line scheme. However,

since our adopted compression scheme (i.e., FPC [41]) com-

presses a cache line at 4-byte chunks, once a portion of the

original data is changed (on a write operation to the memory),
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Fig. 16. Performance improvement achieved by integrating our proposed
intra-line and inter-line schemes into the system, compared to the memory
system supported by the DIN and SD-PCM techniques.
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the effect of that is only contained within the equivalent por-

tion of the compressed data. Therefore, after data compression

we still observe the same two major characteristics within a

word-line, i.e., (1) only a few of the chips are updated on

each write operation, and (2) most of the updated chips only

contain a few vulnerable cells. Based on our experimental

evaluations, our proposed intra-line scheme achieves similar

performance when we integrate the inter-line scheme into the

system. More precisely, the average performance improvement

of the inter-line scheme increases from 4% improvement

(before integrating compression into the system) to 4.3%

improvement, due to the fact that data compression limits

the number of chips that need to be written into which is

accordingly exploited by our proposed modified-DW scheme.

Note that, all the discussions and reported evaluations on

the inter-line scheme (Chapter IV-B) is already based on

employing our intra-line scheme for each write operation.

In short, by integrating our proposed inter-line and intra-line

schemes into the system, we achieve reliable write operations

along the both bit-lines and word-lines. Figure 16 reports the

performance improvement achieved by our hybrid mechanism,

compared to the system where the DIN [9] and SD-PCM [12]

schemes are used to resolve the write disturbance problem

along the word-lines and bit-lines, respectively. As can be seen,

our proposed schemes improve the system performance by

17%, on average.

V. CONCLUSION

Write disturbance in PCM has become a major obstacle

in achieving super dense memories. Existing techniques either

increase the inter-cell space to prevent write disturbance errors

or use a VnC scheme to detect and modify the errors. However,

these approaches come at the cost of large capacity overhead

and significant performance loss, respectively.

To resolve the write disturbance errors along the word-line,

we propose our intra-line scheme that is based on two different

programming strategies. Based on the number of vulnerable

cells in each chip, we determine which programming strategy

should be used to guarantee the correctness of the written

data in a performance-efficient manner. Our proposed intra-

line scheme improves the system performance by an average

of 4.3%, compared to the state-of-the-art technique (DIN

scheme [9]). To address the write disturbance errors along

the bit-line, our proposed inter-line mechanism first uses data

compression to achieve a non-overlapping data layout between

the adjacent memory lines, and then integrates the BCH code

within some of the compressed memory lines to protect clean

read-intensive memory lines against write-intensive addresses.

Our proposed intra-line scheme achieves reliable write opera-

tions while it achieves an average performance improvement

of 13% over the SD-PCM scheme [12].

Overall, by integrating our proposed inter-line and intra-line

schemes into the system, we achieve reliable write operations

along the both bit-lines and word-lines, and a performance

improvement of 17% on average, compared to the state-of-

the-art techniques in this domain.
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